Preliminary discussions took place on the following topics and will be further discussed at the Acro Program Committee Meetings.

National Championships Feedback on Invited Judges:

- Issue: We need to ensure that newer judges can get experience at National level events, so we need to make sure that opportunities are still possible.

Suggestions:

- Less Invited judges to create more opportunities per session
- Part time invited judges
- Part time invited judges would need to commit in advance their participation - we would not need to work around their individual schedules at the last minute

Regional judges’ education:

- Would like to work one more mandatory education in each region, led by the RTC. The focus would be on tariff sheet review

Ideas on additional educational opportunities:

- Speak with the judges in the region on participation in something like that, when they feel it would be most beneficial? Possible one day weekend tariff review in the middle of the region competition season?

- Holly King will work on making video review available in her region for judges to practice and then give feedback when possible.
Jennifer Banowsky would like to focus on the communication in her large region. She needs judges lists for judges both in Florida and Colorado. Jennifer will be the contact person for all activity in Florida.